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Abstract
Objectives: Although microcurrent is widely used for chronic pain and stress
management, as well as scar or neural therapy as a popular approach for the
treatment of pain, there remains considerable controversy as to their combined
therapeutic value in chronic pain management. We aimed to determine the effect
and magnitude that DC microcurrent therapy has when applied to physical scars
and its effects on a wide variety of non-specific chronic pain syndromes.
Design: This was a cohort study analysis of treatment outcomes pre, post and
48-hour follow-up after Microcurrent Point Stimulation (MPS) was applied to
physical scars on 51 patients with history of non-specific pain.

Interventions: An MPS Scar Release protocol was applied bi-laterally to physical
scars. Evaluations entailed a baseline Visual Analogue Score (VAS) pain scale
assessment, which was repeated after an electro-therapy treatment and 48 hours
later. All 51 patients received one Microcurrent Point Stimulation Scar Release
session.

Outcome Measures: The VAS response of the 51 patient sample with chronic pain
reflected a statistically significant reduction of 3.706 points or 59% reduction in
mean pain levels post MPS Scar Release application, when compared to initial
pain levels [95% CI (3.033, 4.379; p=0.0001]. When VAS was measured at 48-hour
follow-up, there was another statistically significant reduction of 0.902 points
or 34% reduction in mean pain levels post treatment [95% CI (0.406, 1.398;
p=0.001]. Together, MPS Scar Release protocol produced a statistically significant
reduction of 4.608 points or 73% reduction in mean pain levels post treatment,
when compared to initial pain levels [95% CI (3.940, 5.275); p=0.0001].
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Conclusion: The positive results in this study could have applications to patients
who have physical scars and are impacted by chronic pain syndromes.
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Introduction

Chronic pain affects millions of people every year and the
effects of pain result in tremendous health care costs, in terms of
rehabilitation and lost worker productivity, plus the emotional
and financial burden it places on patients and their families.
According to a recent Institute of Medicine Report: Relieving
Pain in America: A Blueprint for Transforming Prevention, Care,
Education, and Research, pain is a significant public health
problem that costs society at least $560-$635 billion annually, an
amount equal to about $2,000 for every living person in the U.S.
This includes the total incremental cost of health care due to pain
that ranges from $261-$300 billion to $297-$336 billion related
to lost productivity (based on days of work missed, hours of
work lost, and lower wages) [1,2]. In addition, there is currently a
massive concern with the enormous use/abuse of analgesics and
opioids throughout the USA [3-5]. If pain control can be achieved
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through other means as exemplified in this report, this could then
impact favourably on this problem. Scars and trauma have long
been recognized in neural therapy as a source of chronic pain
as a result of Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) (in particular
sympathetic nervous system) upregulation [6-10]. It is theorized
that damaged local cells lose their normal membrane potential,
transmitting abnormal electric signals throughout the rest of
the body via the autonomic nervous system, acting as physical
agonists to sympathetic upregulation (stress) and pain [11].
Traditionally, the modality of choice for electro-therapy has
been Alternating Current (AC) [12-14]. However, there are two
known types of electrical currents, AC and Direct current (DC). AC
moves bi-directionally and is applied in the miliamperage range
(10-3 amperes), usually called TENS or electro-acupuncture (EA)
[15-17]. DC is uni-directional and when applied in the microamp
or millionth of amp (10-6 -amperes) range to acupuncture or
trigger points, is called Microcurrent Point stimulation (MPS)
[18-19]. Microcurrent therapies involve applying weak direct
currents (80µA - 1mA), and are now being increasingly recognized
as an adjunct for pain relief and autonomic nervous system
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regulation [20-24]. It is theorized that electro-acupuncture and
microcurrent electro-currents have different modulating affects
on the autonomic nervous system and pain outcomes [25]. There
is no consensus in the literature identifying the best practice
measures for microcurrent applied to scars for the treatment
of chronic pain. Although sufficient evidence supports the
application of microcurrent and neural therapy for chronic pain,
there is limited evidence in literature to support the application
of electro-therapies to scars to reduce chronic pains. The purpose
of this pilot study was to assess the impact of Microcurrent Point
Stimulation Scar Release protocol applied to physical scars on
the pain levels in a random sample of chronic pain patients, after
single application.

Patients, Materials and Methodology

This study entailed the use of MPS in 51 patients (42 females,
9 males; mean age 47 years, SD 12.81) with chronic non-specific
pains with a mean pain duration average of 7.61 years (SD 1.34)
(Table 1) presenting to us for therapy of their problem. The
location of the scars are shown in Table 2 and the pain location
sites in Table 3. Inclusion criteria were simple: patients who were
currently suffering from chronic pain for greater than 3 months,
Table 1: Descriptive statistics.

N

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

Duration of Pain

51

90 days

36 years

7.61 years

1.339 years

Pain Before Treatment (0-10)

51

4

10

6.33

1.912

51

Pain after Treatment (0-10)

Follow up Pain - 2 Days after Treatment(0-10)

Table 2: Scar Location and percentages in the 51 patients.
Scar Location

Total Number=51

Percentage 100%

Abdomen

31

60.70%

Hernia (abdomen)

3

5.88%

Ankle

Breast
Neck

Wrist/Hand
Total

with a recorded >4 VAS Pain Scale score and have visible physical
scar(s). Physical scars were defined as surgical or trauma
induced. The diagnoses of pain, location, severity, sex, previous
interventions or surgeries were not considered exclusion
criteria. Informed consent was obtained to partake in treatment
and the study assessments. Patient pain scores were recorded
immediate pre treatment and twice post treatment: immediately
after application, and again 48 hours later. Microcurrent Point
Stimulation was simultaneously applied bi-laterally to scars using
[26] two Dolphin Neurostim (Center for Pain & Stress Research Ltd,
Ontario, Canada) devices. This is an FDA-approved device which
apply low frequency, concentrated, microcurrent stimulation for
the relief of chronic pain and stress [24-25]. MPS application time
was 30 seconds per point at approximate one-half inch intervals
along the length of the scars. Polarity of application is important,
as on one side of the scar, the device is set to negative pole (-) and
on the other side of scar, the second device is set to a positivenegative pole (+/-). The intent of this methodology is to push a
negatively charged current back and forth through a positively
charged (oriented) scar tissue. For the purpose of this study, only
physical scars were treated, with the average treatment duration
time of 30 minutes per patient.

Descriptive Statistics

Age (years)

Knee

2/4

8
3
2
2
2

51

51
51

15.6%

21
0

72
10

0

10

Total Number=51

Percentage 100%

20

39.2%

Shoulder

8

15.6%

Neck

Finger/Hand

Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) was used to evaluate the patient’s
pain. The VAS is an 11-point scale from 0-10 with 0 being no
pain and 10 being the most intense pain imaginable [27-30].
The patient verbally selects a value that is most in line with the
intensity of the pain that they have experienced in the last 24
hours or is often reported as a rating during a specific movement
pattern or functional task. The VAS has good sensitivity and
excellent test-retest reliability [31].

1.930

Back

3.9%
100%

1.73

1.913

Pain Location

Scapula (shoulder)

3.9%

2.63

12.812

Table 3: Pain Location in the 51 patients with percentages.

5.88%
3.9%

47.34

Hip

Abdomen
Arm

Knee
Total

9
1
4
3
3
1
1

51

17.6%
1.96%
7.85%
5.88%
5.88%
1.96%
1.96%
100%

The aim of this cohort preliminary study was to
evaluate whether
a) Microcurrent Point Stimulation Scar Release protocol,
when applied to SCARS, can modulate or improve VAS pain
scale in patients suffering with chronic pain.
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b) Microcurrent Point Stimulation Scar Release protocol,
when applied to scars, is a valid option for the nonpharmacological pain management of chronic pain
conditions.

Results

Outcome Measures
The VAS response of the 51 patient sample with chronic pain
reflected a statistically significant reduction in mean post pain
levels of 3.706 points or 59% reduction in mean pain levels post
MPS application to physical scars, when compared to initial pain
levels [95% CI (3.033, 4.379; p=0.0001]. When VAS was measured
at the 48 hour follow-up, there was a further statistically significant
reduction of 0.902 points or 34% reduction in mean pain levels
post treatment [95% CI (0.406, 1.398; p=0.001], for a total pain
reduction of 4.608 points or 73% reduction in mean pain levels
post MPS treatment, when compared to initial pain levels [95%
CI (3.940, 5.275); p=0.0001] (Figure 1). There was no correlation
between pain location and site of the physical scars (Tables 2 & 3).

Figure 1: N=51 MPS-Scar Pain Graph.

Discussion

Chronic pain often equates to stress, both of which can make
our daily lives miserable, and can lead to significantly impaired
physical health and high societal costs [1,2]. For some time
now, chronic pain has been difficult to diagnose and treat for
many health care professionals. When the millions of physical
scars produced annually throughout North America [32,33] are
combined with the day-to-day accumulated patient traumas,
the data represents a significant pre-existing pool of stress and
pain patients within the general population [32,33]. It may help
to explain the causation of symptoms for millions of chronic
pain sufferers. In addition, the long-term use of opioids is now
approaching epidemic levels in the USA, with few viable solutions
for treatment in the foreseeable future [3-5]. Treatments like the
kind described in this report could have a favourable impact on
this problem.
The data from this study clearly shows that the application
of Microcurrent Point Stimulation to physical scars had a
marked improvement in pain outcomes when compared to
baseline measurements in chronic pain patients. The improved
outcomes were even more impressive given the patient sample
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for pain duration (mean 7.61 years) and the intensity (mean
6.33/10) improved after a single MPS scar release application.
Increased pain relief between post application and results 48
hours later was also noted as an improved outcome, suggesting
internal functional changes may have occurred. It is suggested
in the literature that DC microcurrent mimics human biocellular communications, enhancing autonomic nervous system
regulation and the production of beta-endorphins, resulting in
a body-wide therapeutic benefits [21,35]. These biochemical
processes may provide a plausible explanation for the improved
pain modulation over time after concentrated DC microcurrent
is applied, and is an area where future research is required.
We have previously reported, in several published studies,
reduction in pain and cortisol with improvements in autonomic
nervous system functionality in patients using MPS [18-21]. The
consistency of chronic pain outcome improvements through
the application of MPS to physical scars suggests there may be
a strong relationship between chronic pain symptomology and
physical scars throughout the body.

Conclusion

Chronic pain can limit quality of life, restrict work and social
engagement, and is often blamed for the development of drug
dependency of various forms. This study showed MPS Therapy
applied to physical scars provided statistically significant
reduction in initial pain levels with a further reduction after
a 48-hour follow-up. These significant changes help validate
the potential application of MPS to SCARS as an viable option
to treating patients with non-specific soft tissue chronic pain.
However, long term further investigation is warranted with a
larger focus group to confirm these results and to assess their
duration.
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